SAVOR NIPPON

Join CAA Singapore & CAA Japan as we attempt to savor all that Japan has to offer.

We start off with some exquisite Chinese, yes, Chinese food, before heading to the port city of Yokohama for the Yokohama Triennale. Everyone is excited because this year one of the directors is Akiko Miki, the curator of Benesse Art Site Naoshima.

The next day, we will wake up bright and early for a sojourn to Osaka for a meal with one of the most acclaimed young chefs in Japan before exploring the old capital Kyoto.

After steeping ourselves in culture, we should be able to sleep much better on the Shinkansen back to Tokyo so that we will still be conscious while waiting in line for the tuna auction at Tsukiji market. Sleep-deprived, we will recuperate with lunch at Sant Pau, helmed by the female chef with the most Michelin stars. If that still doesn’t wake us up, we probably need to take a Sunshower at the Mori Museum and add a strong dose of uniquely Japanese retail therapy.

We will start our final day at Tsutaya’s T-Site with breakfast at Ivy Place before popping over to possibly the most famous bookstore in Japan. Having over-indulged, we will conclude with tea tasting in the Zen-like surroundings of Sakurai.
SAVOR JAPAN
ART

Exhibition Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of ASEAN
SUNSHOWER Contemporary Art from Southeast Asia
1980s to Now
The National Art Center, Tokyo × Mori Art Museum
2017.7.5 wed – 10.23 mon

Hold Simultaneously at Two Museums
SAVOR.JAPAN

CUISINE
Oct 18th  Arrive Tokyo

Oct 19th  11:30~14:00 China Blue at Conrad Tokyo
          14:00~15:00 Train to Yokohama Museum of Art
          15:00~18:00 Yokohama Triennale
          18:00~19:00 Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse
          19:00~20:00 Train back to Shinjuku on Minatomirai Line
          20:00~22:00 Dinner at Ika Center Shinjuku
          22:00~24:00 Bar Degustation Tour: Bar High Five, Star Bar, Bar Hoshi, etc.

Oct 20th  8:00~8:45 Breakfast near Tokyo Station
          9:00~11:33 Shinkansen Nozomi 213 to Osaka
          11:40~11:51 Train Midosuji Line from Shin Osaka Station to Honmachi Station
          12:00~14:30 La Cime in Osaka
          14:40~15:28 Train Keihan Main Line Limited Express from Yodobayashi Station to Gion-Shijo Station in Kyoto
          15:30~18:00 Gion area walkabout
          18:00~21:00 Dinner Kyo-Ryori at Gion
          21:06~21:20 Keihan Main Line from Gion-Shijo Station, transfer to JR Nara Line to Kyoto Station
          21:37~23:45 Shinkansen Nozomi 64 from Kyoto to Tokyo

Oct 21st  3:00~7:00 Tsukiji Fish Market
          7:00~13:00 Beauty sleep
          13:00~15:00 Sant Pau
          15:00~19:00 Mori Art Museum/Tokyu Hands/Itoya
          20:00~22:00 Maisen

Oct 22nd  8:00~9:00 Ivy Place
          9:00~11:00 Tsutaya T-Site
          11:00~13:00 Sakurai Tea Tasting
SAVOR. JAPAN

HOTELS

Ginza
Hotel Monterey Ginza
Hotel Monterey Lasoeur Ginza
Hotel Gracery Ginza
Mercure Tokyo Ginza
Mitsui Garden Ginza
Villa Fonataine Shiodome
Tokyu Stay Ginza
Courtyard by Marriott Ginza
Royal Park Hotel
Conrad Tokyo
Self-help Links

Mori Art Museum: http://sunshower2017.jp

China Blue: http://www.conradtokyo.co.jp/restaurants/chinablu
Sant Pau: http://www.santpau.jp/concept/index.html
La Cime: http://www.la-cime.com
Ivy Place: https://www.tysons.jp/ivyplace/en/
Ika Center: http://www.ikacenter.com
Maisen: http://mai-sen.com
Sakurai: http://www.sakurai-tea.jp

Tokyu Hands: https://ginza.tokyu-hands.co.jp/en/
Itoya: http://www.ito-ya.co.jp
Tsutaya T-Site: http://real.tsite.jp/daikanyama/english/

Tsukiji: http://www.shijou.metro.tokyo.jp/kengaku/tsukijikengaku/

Contact
CAA Singapore
Nick Yen
cy205@columbia.edu